
 

 
 

diploma: Biomusica Professional 

 

 

Lessons: 6 modules plus a final exam 

No previous musical knowledge required. 

 

Modules Content 

 

 Introduction to Biomusica   

Objectives 

Learn basic principles of the subject. Perform and understand the first exercises. Introduce 

the concepts of perceptions, body memory and bioenergy. Learn the theoretical 

foundations of Biomusica. 

Content 

Biomusica, definition, techniques, fundamentals. Bioenergy, formation of emotional 

conflicts and energy blocks.  Experience and actively participate in the first exercises. 

 

 Cooperative Games 

Objectives 

Become aware of his\her body image.  Encourage the development of creativity.  Learn to 

observe individual conduct and the personal relationships established during playtime.  

Learn about different game techniques, their features and benefits. 

 



Contents 

Organize and practice games used in Biomusica. Cooperative games. New exercises and 

experiences in Biomusica. Education through play.  Different types of games. The body, 

voice and movement as playful instruments.  Organize the sequences of the games. Time 

to reflect. 

 

 Music 

The main objective of this module is to offer a new look at the fundamentals of music. This is 

not a musical education (playing instruments), but to formulate, establish and implement 

simple musical concepts, clear and practical. 

Objectives 

Explore the auditory capabilities of your body.  Understand the communicative effects of 

music. Experiment with the relationship between your body and rhythm. Understand the 

rudimentary musical improvisation techniques. Learn techniques to stimulate the 

imagination through sound. 

Content 

Music fundamentals. The body used to create music. Introduction and expansion of 

physical, emotional and intellectual aspects as related to sound.  Improvisational 

techniques. Music and memory.  The application of music in Biomusica. 

 

 In-depth study 

Objectives 

Consolidate the objectives of the exercises, games and experiences. Learn to correctly 

carry out these interventions.  Learn to manage groups. Introduction to the basics of the 

Internal Visual Field.  Learn the areas of the body where somatization of emotions takes 

place. Consolidate the understanding of the relation of the body- emotions- energy 

triangle. 

Contents 

Continuation of the concepts developed in the previous modules.  Hands on experience in 

the Internal Visual Field. New exercises and experiences in Biomusica. 

 

 Techniques 

Objective 

Increase the repertoire of animation techniques and the formation and management of 

groups. Complete and practice the exercises and training of Biomusica. Expand the  

 



repertoire of games. Consolidate the theoretical concepts developed previously. 

Content 

 List of games. Complete list of exercises and practical knowledge. The different parts of a 

Biomusica meeting. Study in detail the predominant features of the counselor by means of 

group management techniques, presentation of games and realization of the exercises. 

 

 Introspective 

Objective 

Enhance our understanding of the elements of Biomusica to foster personal development. 

Strengthen knowledge on the Internal Visual Field. Experiment with the inner workings 

and relationships between physical, emotional and bio-energy aspects. Learn the mental 

mechanisms that lead to emotional suffering. 

Contents 

Development of the basic concepts that support the humanistic aspect of training.  

Different levels of consciousness. Emotional conflicts. Bio-energy and emotions. Essence 

and personality. The possibility to evolve consciousness. 

 

 

Optional module (not required) dedicated to self-work. 

A day geared toward personal development. Working on the inner obstacles that limit the 

development of the consciousness and learn methods of self-observation that help resolve 

emotional conflicts. 

 
Training practices 

The student practices coordinating a Biomusica group where they perform the exercises.  

Activities with online tutors. 

 

Final Exam  

Written, oral and practical exam on the content . 

It is necessary to have participated in all the modules in order to be admitted to the exam. 

 

More information: www.biomusica.com -  info@biomusica.com 

http://www.biomusica.com/

